CHARACTER

SHU ONOTORA

MITSUKI NARIMIYA/AOI

RYUSEI SAOTOME

CLEANING COMPANY
EMPLOYEE/UNTIMELY HITMAN (ROOKIE)

POPULAR CARTOONIST / MITSUKI
NARIMIYA'S SHADOW WARRIOR

FASHION MODEL / HITMAN CALLED
“DEATH-PRINCE”

A man of great physical prowess,
handsome, gentle nature, but with a bad
temper! Pure and upright!

The author of "Hedgehog Detective
Harry.“ A beautiful and strong woman
whose private life is a mystery.

He is cool, smart and good-looking, but
he is also very narcissistic, and has a
great respect for death.

CHARACTER (CONTD.)

SHIORI WATAYA

JOICHIRO ONOTORA

CHIKAGE MINASE/MITSUKI

LIFE SAFETY DIVISION DETECTIVE / HEAD
OF THE HIT-MAN ORGANIZATION "SOS"

PRESIDENT OF A CLEANING COMPANY
/LEGENDARY HITMAN

MITSUKI’S CHIEF ASSISTANT (REAL
MITSUKI NARIMIYA)

She is a good friend and adviser to Shu.
She has a strong sense of responsibility
and mission in her work.

His secret face is that of a skilled hitman
who assassinates the bad guys that the
police can't bring to justice. But his next
mission is to be his last...!?

She is looking for a future husband and
likes handsome men. She appears to be
open-minded, but has a big secret…

INTORODUCTION
“Shu Onotora” doesn’t know that the person who raised him is a professional hit-man. When somebody takes
out his foster parent, however, Shu resolves to become a hit-man himself! He’s dead set on getting revenge!

Impeccably prepared, he tries to close in on his target, “Mitsuki Narumiya”. However, despite his superb skills
and strength, no matter how much he tries, he can’t kill her because he keeps messing up!
In fact, he even saves her from grave danger?!
He even starts to suspect that she might be his childhood crush! Can two people who must not fall in love (who
should’ve never had the chance in the first place) do so?!
Furthermore, there is a secret on her back. She can’t tell anyone! What is Mitsuki’s true identity, and what is she
after?

It’s a love story like “Romeo and Juliet”! Can their forbidden love come to fruition?! Can this bumbling hit-man
finish off his target?

SYNOPSIS OF EPISODE-1
Shu's parents died when he was child, and brought up by Jo (Joichiro), a friend of his parents. He works for Jo's cleaning
company, and Jo and his friend detective Shiori have been looking after Shu. Jo plans to retire and give his company to Shu.
That night, Jo has been shot dead by someone at the port. However, the news reports that his death was an accidental fall into
the sea, which confuses Shu. Shiori tells Shu that the police have an organization called SOS (secret operation service), that Jo
is their hit-man, and that Shiori is the head of SOS.

And she shows Shu a surveillance video of the crime scene, which shows Mitsuki shooting Jo and dropping him into the sea.
She was the target suspected of providing a large amount of money to a terrorist organization, and he was killed by her. So,
Shu decides to become a hit-man and take over Jo's mission to get revenge!
Mitsuki's public face is that of a popular cartoonist. On the day of her cartoon award ceremony, Shu targets her at the party.
Shiori's orders were to kill her by sticking a poison needle into her neck. But Shu wanted to shoot her to death in the same
way she killed Jo. However, he loses his timing as usual his personality. Then another hit-man, “Death Prince", known for his
artistic killing style, are also targeting Mitsuki. At that time, a doctored chandelier by Death Prince falls towards Mitsuki, and
Shu quickly saves her.
That night, Shu sneaks into Mitsuki's house. When he pulls a gun on the sleeping Mitsuki, the exploding balloon set off by
Death Prince starts to deflate. When Mitsuki wakes up and runs away in a panic, almost falls off the balcony Death Prince has
set up. Shu grabs Mitsuki’s arm and saves her again. At that moment, reminds Shu of the face of his first love, Aoi. And Shu
can't bring himself to kill her looks like Aoi. Mitsuki then tells Shu, “Be my bodyguard"...

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
•

•

SALE OF CARTOON CHARACTER GOODS DRAWN BY HEROINES
Available for any generations. Soft toys, keychains and towel.
etc, can also be promoted by making it appear in each story.

A LIVE-ACTION ADAPTATION OF A CARTOON DRAWN BY THE
HEROINE.
Episode 4 also featured a live-action adaptation of a comic
strip drawn by the heroine. It could be developed as a spin-off,
etc.

•

SALE OF LINE STAMPS OF CHARACTERS
The original stamps were developed and sold on SNS.
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